STANDARD CATCH BASIN RISER/FILTER

USE OF CATCH BASIN RISER/FILTER ON Fill SITES

A. 1. INSTALL CATCH BASIN RISER/FILTER.
   2. PROVIDE SEDIMENT STORAGE ZONE.

B. 3. CUT TREES, CLEAR & GRUB
   4. BEGIN FIRST FILL SECTION.

C. 5. RAISE BASIN AS NEEDED, PLUGGING OLD SIDEWAYS
    BLOCKS W/ MORTAR AND REBUILDING RISER FILTER AT
    TOP OF SUBSEQUENT FILLS.
   6. CONTINUE FILLING.

D. 7. CATCH BASIN WILL EVENTUALLY REACH DESIRED
    FINAL GRADE, BUILD FINAL RISER/FILTER AT THIS POINT.
   8. FILL ALL BUT SEDIMENT ZONE.

E. 9. STABILIZE ALL DISTURBED SOIL EXCEPT SEDIMENT
    STORAGE ZONE W/ PAVEMENT, VEGETATION, ETC.

F. 10. ONCE FILL IS STABILIZED, INSPECTED & APPROVED,
      Dismantle Filter, Plug Blocks & Fill Sediment
      Storage Zone.
     11. STABILIZE BARE SOIL IN SEDIMENT STORAGE ZONE,